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Perfect Generations Cup 2022 in Kitzbühel

A tournament that unites.

01.08.2022 / As a real highlight in the golf of Kitzbühel, the Perfect Generations Cup will take place on
Sunday, August 07th, 2022 at the Golf Club Kitzbühel-Schwarzsee-Reith, forming an eventful family event with
recognition character in the heart of Tyrol.  

Family fun while golfing in the Gamsstadt

This special event format combines golf with the family. The pair constellations are nearly no borders set -
from nut/mother with son over uncle with niece up to grandfather with favourite grandchild any combinations
are conceivable. The only condition for participation in the golf tournament is that two people from different
generations - with an age difference of at least 18 years - compete in a kinship relationship in pairs. Thus each
quantity of fun is guaranteed, if on Sunday, August 07th, 2022 starting from 8.00 am. The tournament will be
played in the tournament mode 2 Texas Scramble counting betting game and there are two group scores,
gross and net. The respective winning teams qualify for the final event on September 24th, 2022, which will
also be held at the Kitzbühel-Schwarzsee-Reith golf course. The par 72 course, located directly on the warmest
moor lake in the Alps, holds 18 holes with an impressive view of the mountain scenery of the Kitzbühel Alps.
Varied fairways with demanding water hazards offer an exciting challenge for all golfers in the most legendary
sports town in the Alps.

The entry fee for team members is EUR 20.00 and for team guests EUR 120.00. All participants will receive a
starting gift. Registrations for the Perfect Generations Cup run in pairs until 12.00 am the day before the
tournament online and on site.

All information can be found at perfect-eagle.com all information about Kitzbühel at kitzbuehel.com
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